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☄💀☄Brain scans show jaw dropping changes to brains
of U.S. embassy workers in Cuba that were attacked via
infrasonic weapons☄

Scans show changes to brains of Havana U.S. embassy workers who...
Advanced brain scans of U.S. Embassy employees who reported falling ill while
serving in Havana revealed significant differences from a control group, according
to a new study published on Tuesday.

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-cuba-usa-diplomats-health-idUSKCN1UI20D

🦗 I guess those Cuban crickets somehow found their way to China and Uzbekistan

so they could target our diplomats🙄

Diplomat to donate brain to science after suffering mysterious injury in…
Mark Lenzi, now 44, was working as a security engineer in China in 2017 when he
and his wife began hearing strange noises above their son’s crib inside their
Guangzhou apartment, he told CBS’ “60 Min…

https://nypost.com/2019/05/11/diplomat-to-donate-his-brain-after-suffering-mysterious-i…

💥These are DIRECT attacks by Russia on our State Dept and intelligence

community‼ They are acts of WAR and Trump is aided and abetted our enemy by

retreating from Cuba💥

🔥Russia attacked US Diplomats in Cuba To give Trump an excuse to undo all of

Obama’s gains and allow Putin to move back into LOURDES SIGINT base- 150KM
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from Key West‼ 

Americans reported hearing torturous sounds in Cuba—and now their …
A new study, published in the Journal of the American Medical Association (JAMA),
used brain scans to look at three different aspects of brain function in 40 people
who were clinically evaluated afte…

https://www.popsci.com/havana-syndrome-brain-changes-mri/

🔥Tillerson & Trump committed treason by allowing infrasonic attacks on our

diplomats as a ruse to gift Cuba back to Putin🔥
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 @potus gifted Cuba to @PutinRF_Eng after he 
attacked our diplomats w Infrasonic weapon  
#TreasonIsTheReason thehill.com/homenews/admin…
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US upholds Cuba embargo in UN resolution vote
The United States defended its decades-old embargo against Cuba
on Wednesday, voting against a United Nations resolution
thehill.com
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